A new approach for improving the birefringence analysis of dental enamel mineral content using polarizing microscopy.
The main problem in interpreting birefringence of dental enamel under polarizing microscopy is the lack of physical constants able to allow the Wiener equation to be applied directly to the composition of such tissue. The present study introduces a new approach to circumvent this constraint. Because the nonmineral phase of enamel is heterogeneous, its refractive index can be computed in terms of its components (namely, water, which is partially replaced by the immersion medium, and organic matter), thereby providing a more acceptable refractive index to be used in the Wiener equation. Furthermore, the enamel mineral volume is ordinarily calculated on the basis of the density 3.15 g cm(-3). The density 2.99 g cm(-3) has been, however, reported to be more accurate for enamel hydroxyapatite, so enamel mineral volumes from selected published data were converted using such a density. The birefringence of mature enamel computed by the Wiener equation, taking into account the above refinements, matched, for the first time, published experimental birefringence values. The theoretical water and organic contents were also consistent with published experimental data. Thus, a direct application of the Wiener equation to the enamel composition has now been achieved. It is speculated that quantitative data on the mineral, the water and the organic contents of mature dental enamel can be derived from interpretation of birefringence in two immersion media (obtained before and after extraction of the organic matter) with this new approach.